WHAT ANCIENT PATH IS …AND ISN’T
1.) We are mostly Celtic Eclectic Pagans.
2.) Ancient Path is Earth and nature Based.
3.) We do NOT believe in the devil or hell. We DO believe that the soul is
eternal as energy and that it never dies.
4.) We are PANTHEONIC meaning (in this case) that we have a pantheon
of many Gods and Goddesses, but we also believe all gods can be summed
up as one. We believe that the Goddess/ God is within YOU at all times.
5.) We believe we are stewards of the earth and all the living things in it…
“living things” include the water, the fire, the stones, the forests, the
heavens , even the wind. All that is upon, above and below your feet and
your head, all things and people that you depend upon or who depend
upon you for sustenance and care.
6.) We do NOT practice Black arts, we do not TEACH black arts, we do not
encourage anyone to practice black arts.
7.) We do not encourage negativity and self pity or any of the things that
drag an individual down and sucks the life out of the people around such
individuals.
8.) We DO believe in encouragement and truth. We do NOT believe in
telling our brothers and sisters that they are infallible, or incapable of
mistakes and failings.
9.) We accept people as they are and if they need assistance, we will do as
much as we can so long as they are willing to also help themselves… and
when what do for them, begins to drain the life force from one of us, it
must be withdrawn.
10.) We accept all ethnicities, genders, orientations, all people seeking
another religious resting place, all walks of life, etcetera. We will not push
our beliefs on you if you believe otherwise; however, we will provide you
with information regarding our beliefs.
11.) We ARE a true religion and faith, with all the things we need to sustain
us as any true religion. We are Ancient path.

